Dear Guest,
Thank you for booking Tyddyn Morthwyl, before your arrival we would like to make you aware of
some changes due to the ongoing situation regarding Corona virus (Covid-19.) Please take your time
to read through the following information as it will help reduce the risk to both you and others while
you are staying at our property.
For your safety and the safety of others we also request that you follow the local government
guidelines concerning corona virus found here https://gov.wales/coronavirus .
We kindly request that you arrive after 6pm so that we can allow our cleaning teams additional time
to thoroughly clean the property ready for your arrival. All the windows have been left unlocked and
can be opened by twisting the handles while pressing the black lock body down.
We are aware that many of you would like to entertain yourselves within the house on your stay,
however we have had to reduce what we can provide to you for your safety, therefore we ask that
you bring your own toys, games, DVDs, Blu-ray, sky card and books. We have kept the table-tennis
table in the sun-lounge although you will have to bring your own table-tennis bats and appropriate
balls. We have also not provided any oven gloves due to the risk to fabric materials carrying covid19, please bring your own! We have also not provided any dog beds or throws for the same reason.
Our local DTV connection has access to limited channels so we have provided sky Free-sat which can
be accessed by going onto Channel list and navigating to Channel 1 (TV32) on the appropriate TVs
and turning on the sky box using the sky remotes. The TV’s also have access to internet services
which is discussed in our House Manual.
Before your arrival we also kindly ask that you read our house manual as it contains details regarding
your departure and the safe operation of appliances throughout the house.
We hope you have a safe trip and a great stay at Tyddyn Morthwyl,
Mike, Louise, Elliot and Elissa

